
NOVEMBER 2018 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Dear friend, yet another interesting month has passed by. My website was
nuked, fried and ambushed some four weeks ago in a very advanced ambush, so
a lot of time has been spent by myself and my small team trying to restore it
and getting it back online. Now after hundreds of hours, and with efforts from
people in four different countries, the site will hopefully go live very shortly.

I have also been on a very intense tour, visiting 6 countries on 9 days, with an
absolutely wonderful response. I so love meeting people face-to-face, where real
healing can occur.

Invitation to the ITV-show 'The Battle for the Truth', click to enlarge

In addition I was invited to a British ITV-show called 'The Battle for the Truth'.
After the latest year of people around me being set up, like Side Thorn and
Conspiracy Granny, now both being behind bars, I decided to turn it down right
away. I've seen how a 3 hour super revealing interview can be edited down to
five minutes, making the person being interviewed look like a total nut case. At
this point, I totally distrust main stream media.

But now to some recent falseflags, here are a few of them:

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=378d426108&e=2fdd6a7abd


INTERESTING FAKE PIPE-BOMB ATTACKS

Now let's have a closer look at these 'suspicious packages'

Over the years I have pointed directly to some specific individuals in high power
positions, who I am totally convinced are involved in extreme criminal activity,
including mass murder. Bill and Hillary Clinton, George Soros, Barack Obama, to
mention a few. Now what is a falseflag operation? It is a psychological operation
where the VICTIM is actually the ATTACKER, thus we will think, 'ooh poor them,
these innocent victims', instead of actually seeing what is going on and
understanding that they are truly the real culprits.

So I would strongly suggest, that these individuals are freaking out behind the
scenes and are now trying to stop us on all fronts by massive censorship.

For a better understanding, let's look at two very recent 'attacks'; the so called
MAGA Bomber and the follow up event of the mass shooting at the Tree Of Life
Synagogue in Pittsburgh.

It is very interesting to study who the 'targeted individuals' are

The official stories: 'On October 22, 2018, fifteen packages containing pipe
bombs is said to have been mailed via the U.S. Postal Service to several
prominent critics of U.S. President Donald Trump, including various Democratic
Party politicians, most notably former U.S. President Barack Obama, former U.S.
Vice President Joe Biden, and former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
Other people who were sent packages include U.S. Representative Maxine
Waters, U.S. Senators Kamala Harris and Cory Booker, former U.S. Attorney
General Eric Holder, two former intelligence chiefs (ex-CIA Director John O.
Brennan and ex-Director of National Intelligence James Clapper), billionaires
George Soros and Tom Steyer, and actor Robert De Niro. A fifteenth package,
addressed to CNN's world headquarters, was found at an Atlanta post office. No
one was injured in the attempted attacks'.



I had CIA-whistle blower Cody Snodgres have a look at the 'bomb'.
To him, this is an absolute joke, all the important parts are missing

Is this the best they can do? Looks like it was made in kindergarten

What is supposed to look like an ISIS-sticker on the 'bomb'
is actually saying 'Get 'er done', referring to the naked girls

The accused 'attacker' is said to have been travelling around in a white van,
covered in hate stickers against Hillary and others. But when studying the news
footage it soon appears that we are looking at two vehicles at least, almost
identical, but judge for yourself.



One dead-give away of this being a falseflag, is the fact...

... that we are exposed to at least two different vehicles

Then on Saturday October 27, a gunman who's 'believed to have spewed anti-
Semitic slurs and rhetoric on social media barged into a Pittsburgh synagogue
and opened fire, killing 11 people in one of the deadliest attacks on Jews in U.S.
history. The 20-minute attack at Tree of Life Congregation in the Squirrel Hill
neighborhood left six others wounded, including four police officers who dashed
to the scene, authorities said. The suspect, Robert Bowers, traded gunfire with
police and was shot several times'.

Since official sources connected the accused suspect with the alternative
platform Gab, both the payment systems Paypal and Stripe withdrew their
services from them, which will delay this new alternative to Google and YouTube
for months. Could this be one of the main reasons for this attack?

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=da767d8a69&e=2fdd6a7abd


Please notice how the suspect is referred to as 'The Actor'.
Click on the image above to watch the RT-news video

HELP ME EXPOSE A MASSIVE PSY-OP

Help me expose the AirTox psyop, created to destroy the truth

For the last few years I have been sniffing around the Copenhagen airport,
suspecting some weird activity. Since I have been there on multiple occasions
due to various tours, I noticed an impressive ongoing marketing campaign for a
shoe brand called AirTox. As you might know by now, I have suspected that
especially NIKE trainers have been used as global mass-mind-control-fear
triggers. That in combination with the strange name AirTox, which really reminds
me of the feared AirToxic syndrome (see further down below), caught my
interest. Please notice that the images below are not of the same, but of
different gigantic banners around the Copenhagen International Airport. The
marketing cost must be HUGE.

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=da767d8a69&e=2fdd6a7abd
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Even on the airport carts + the trays when going through security

Okay, so this must be a VERY successful company with a GIGANTIC budget,
otherwise it would be impossible for them to finance such a marketing campaign
for years, correct? Well, when surfing through their exclusive website, we find the
head office on Kongevej 155, in Virum north of Copenhagen. Very 'impressive',
right (look at the image below)...? And on the sign outside the office building,
there is no listing of AirTox a/s.

Is this a proper office building for a massive shoe company?

And on the company sign outside: No listing of AirTox a/s
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There is also an impressive so called Store Locator on the website

Many of the 'locators' take us to addresses and buildings like this

So what is actually going on? I believe that this is a damage control psy-op to
minimize blowback from my beautiful friend Willem Felderhof's exposure of the
so called Airtoxic Syndrome, something that would cost all international airlines
millions to eliminate. Through this operation, a possibly joint effort has been
created to play with our subconscious, combining the word 'airtox' with
expressions like 'security' and 'safety'. Please watch this extremely important
documentary that exposes a topic which affects all of our lives: The Airtoxic
Syndrome, the release of nerve gas (!) inside the passenger cabin.

Please click on the image to watch the AirToxic-documentary

And while we are at it, what does this text tell you, taken straight from their
website: 'AIRTOX birds come to Earth from a distant planet outside the Solar
System. They are highly clever, mechanical beings with advanced intelligence.
Recently, they came to Earth and – for an unknown reason, in giant factories
they have started to create shoes with special properties, never before seen in
the footwear industry. They share these truly revolutionary products with
humans. You can’t be sure when you meet them because their communication
with humanity takes different forms.'

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=cc3b6c0e48&e=2fdd6a7abd
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Please click on the image above to watch the company video.
Very Freemasonic: A one eyed AI-bird with a double pyramid logo

'Ironically, one of the most concentrated nests of AIRTOX birds is in the
Copenhagen Airport. From there they travel huge distances, mainly in flocks, to
spread their population worldwide. We do not know much about them, but what
we do know is that the AIRTOX birds are unpredictable, develop fast, and are far
more technologically advanced than anything on Earth. The knowledge and
technology they share with us – humans, and make our life more comfortable,
stylish and safe.

The purpose of the story, is to create an illusion of this bird who is taking over
the control of the AIRTOX R&D division with a mission of bringing the newest
technologies to Earth. Making us capable of creating the most sophisticated,
ultra comfortable shoes stuffed with all the fanciest and almost out of this world
technologies brought by the birds from the intergalactic hemisphere.'

Quite bizarre, wouldn't you say? Please email me if you make any additional
revelations, or have a better understanding of the text:
info@lightonconspiracies.com

HEAL WITH LOVE

Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better.
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her talk
'Dealing With Negative Energy'. For more info, please visit
http://www.sisproject.org.
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See you again on December 1, 2018

Please support Ole Dammegard and his groundbreaking research:
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard
Twitter: @lightonconspira
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard
BitTube: https://bit.tube/LightOnConspiracies
Guestbook: Guestbook
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